1.1 ~S A s.tone of mass. 80 g is released ,(from rest) at the top of a
vertIcal chf[After falhng for 3 s, it reaches the foot of the cliff,
a~d penetrates 9 cm into the ground, What is (a) the height of the
cltff, (b) the average force resisting penetration of the. ground
by the stone?
(SUJB: all oiher Boards)

I.lSS A trolley of mass 0.80 kg is held in equilibrium between
two ~xed supports b~ identical springs (SI and S.J as shown in
the diagram; each spring has an e.xtension of 0.10 m. In the second
diagram, the tmlley is shown moving to the right a distance of
0,05 m. The relation between the force (F) in newtons and the'
extension (x) in metres for each spring is given by F = 20x.

1.19S A child's toy boat is built with two floats and is propelled
by water draining out from a high tank through a hole, as inlli·
cated in the perspective and sectional drawings.

Water level _ _ _

---'C=-=-'==~§'2L======::l_
Section through tank

Acceleration I ms· '
0.02 

<a) W~t is the chaoge in the force exerted by spring S, caused
by movIng the trolley to the right as in the second diagram'! .
(b) If the trolley is n-o.w released what wiD be the magnitudes of (i)
the resultant force actjng upon the trolley at the moment of
release, and (ii) the initial acceieration,ofthe trolley'!
(c) Showing the steps in your caleniation, determine the total
'. energy stored in S I and S2 when the, springs are stretched 0) as in
diagram I, (ii) as in diagram 2.
(d) What is the kinetic energy ~f the trolley as it passes through
the equilibrium position?
(0 and C Nllffield: all other Boards)
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A.bullet of mass 0.029 kg,is fired r~ a rifle. The batrel of
the nfle IS 0.50 IV long With an mtetoal dmmetcer of 8.0 m~ and
the average excess pressure of the gas in the barrel is 5.0 k to!
atmospheres. Assuming that' the rwoil .veloeity of the ri;fle is
negligible, and neg\et:ting friction and any votational eAergy
acquired by the bullet.
(i) show that the average force on the buttet is 3.5 x 1()4 N.
(ii) calculate the acceleration of the buttet.
(iii) calculate tbe muzzle velocity of the bullet.
(Assume I atmosphere = 1.4 x lOS Pa.)
(ARB Nov 80: all other Boards)
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(a) The boat is initially at rest. Why does the water draining out
of the tank cause it to accelerate '!
(b) The graph shows how the boat's acceleration varies with time.
(i) Find from the graph an approximate va1ue for t-he maximum
speed reached by the boat. Give yeur reasoning and snaw cleady
how you arrive at your answer. (ii) It can bededucOO f1:otn tbe
graph that the tank takes at least six seconds to empty. H0W is
this deduction made'l
(0 aM C 'Nutlield:alf other Boarlk)

1.21S A cable-operated li·ft of total mass 500 kg moves upwards
from rest in a vertical shaft. The graph shows how its veloGity
varies with time.

•

(a) For the period of time indicated by DE, detemtine ..( i) the
distance travelled, (ii) the acecleration of the tift. ,
(b). Calculate the tension. in the cable d~. ititetv.al'~~.
(ii) BC. Assume that the cable has netI~1aI$S~"~
that of the lift. and that friCtj,on:betwecn diJ.c ·lift and tile sbjft
can be ignored.
.
(.JM8: l1li Qtherl1oar.d8). . ,

1.33L
(8) A steady stream of balls each of mass 0,2 kg hits a vertical
wall at right angles, If the speed of the balls is 15 m s-I and 600
hit the wall in 12 s and rebound at the same speed, what is the
average force acting on the wall? Sketch a graph to show how the
actual force on the wall varies with time over a period of 0, 10 s.
Ellplain how the average force 0nthf wall could bc obtaliled from
this graph. Explain bw.:tly how the abOVe problem call lead to an
understanding of how a gas exerts a pressure Oil the \\alls of ilS
container.
(b) A car travellll1g along a leVel road at a speed'c)f 10m s··j
crashes head-on into a wall. If the mass of the car is 1000
calculate the kinetic energy and momentulll of the car just before
the collision.
(f the impact time (the time taken 1'01' the car to come to rest) IS
0.2 S, calculate the average force acting on the waH and explain
why it is an average. Why is it advantageous for a passenger if
the impact time is increased? Make a calculation to support.
your point. How in practice could car design be improved to
achieve an increase of impact time<)
([ .andon: all other Boards)

I.34L State Newton's laws of motion and' outline an experi
mental method of verifying the second law.
/'-A bead of mass 5 kg is free to slide along a perfectly smooth rigid
wire which lies in a vertical plane, The wire is curved, and when
the bead is released from rest under the influence of gravity, its
speed (v) varies with time (t) as shown in the graph.

L3SL This question is about the ideas and the evidence in the
wave theory of atoms. The passage below consists of nuinbered
statements (i) to (y) For each of these you are asked to give
arguments that 'explain' and 'support' them. The arguments
that you use may be of many kinds and you should indicate what
kind they are - eg, theories, models, calculations, ewdellce. .
Passage (i) It can be shown that electrons have wave properties,
having a wavelength related to their momentum by mv = hI}..
(ii) If a wavelike electron is confined in a 'box' of size 10-iO m,
its momentum can't be less than a certain size, and so its kinetic
energy has a lower limit, too. The smaller the box, the bigger the
ke of the electrons.
(iii) If the atom is to be stable, the sum of the pe and ke of the
electron must be negative. We know that the electrical potential
energy of an electron is -,IOeV when it is about 1O-lOm from a
proton. All this leads to an explanation of why atoms cannot be
much smaller than about IO-lom.
(iv) Consideration of its spectrum shows that a hydrogen atom
has a whole series of energy levels with' energies given by c/n 2 ,
where c is a constant and n has values 0, 1,2,3, ' , , etc.
(v) The simplest idea is that electrons in hydrogen behave like
standing waves on a string of length r as in the diagram. This
would ex'plain why there are discrete values of kinetic energy
associated with integers n, but it would give the wrong rule for
the way energy depends upon n.
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(0 and C Nuffie\doRly).
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<a) What physical quantities are represented by (i) the total area
under the graph, (ii) the stope of the graph at a given point?

(b) At what approxhrtate angles to the vertical is the bead moving
at times t = 0, t =3.755 and 't = 6.s1
(c) What is the difference between tile potential energy of the
bead
its highest and lowest points?
;--(~) Give a rough sketch of the shape of the wire, indicating the
.oint from which the bead is released, and its position a\ ti,mes
t=3.75~a.ndt=6s~
'..
i

at

<O.aad C; all other +ar~)

I.36L
(a) (i) Define the 'moment of inertia' of a rigid body about a
fixed axis. (ii) A body has mass M and moment of inertia [ about
an axis through its centre of gravity, The centre of gravity of tbe
body n;lOves with linear velocity v and the body r<ltates with
angular velocity OJ about the axis through the c~ntre ofgra.vity.
Give an expression for the total kinetic energy of tbe body.
(b) A sol.id cylinder of radius 0.12 m at1d mass 3.0 kgstartsll;:mn . i
rest and. rolls without slipping through a distanre of O. 70mdlQ,Wll
a slope inclined at lilt angle of 36" to the horizontal. Nog~ac
roUing frictWn, calculate (i) the total kinetic energy.0f til:.
cylinoer, (ii)tlle tiftear velocity of the centre of gravityoff.ke
system, (iii) the angular velooity of tile cylinder about its axil;.
The moment of inertia of a solid cylinder of mass ./If and. (&drus
a about its axis is iMa1 .
(e) (i)Calculate the linear acooleratioo of the cyli.ncier doWn.tOt
slope, (ii) If there were no friebon aM tbe cylinder stili witJ.tl/iHt
roltio.g what would then be tbe accel.eratioo down the s l . ,
.
(JMB.: AEB, Cambridge, W1EC. 0 and C*. SED SYSj.·
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2.25S (i) The magnitude of the force on an electron when it
at a point A, ),0 mm from a pomt charge of 2.0' I O~(i C
I 2 < 10- 10 N
2.0 x

lO~'C

A

•

15
IS

pote~tial at a
Derive the relationship between the electric field strength
and the electric pot~ntml gradient at a given point.

2.27S Define electric field strength and electriC
poin~

B

(AE8 June HI, 11// other Boards except

•

,~EB

H)

What is the magnitude of the force on an electron when it IS at
point 8, a distance of 15 mm from the same point charge3
(ii) Calculate the electric field strength due to the 2.0
1O- 6C
charge at point A
(SEB H: all mher BO£l/'ds)

2.28S The diagram shows the variation of the Earth's gravi

tational potential V with distance r from the centre of the Earth.
o
2.268
(11) (i, An electric field afforce exists aFound an isolated point
charge, Explain briefly the meaning oC the term in italics. (ii) The
units for electric field intensity may be stated as volts per metre or
newtons per coulomb. Show that these are equivalent.
(b) Sketch the pa~tem of electric lines of force for the following:
(i) an isolated negative charge; (ii) an isolated positive charge.
(c) (i) Two equal charges of opposite sign are placed at A and B,
two of the vertices of an equilateral triangle ABC. The field due
to each charge may be considered separately, and the results
combined to give the resultant field, Using this idea, indicate the
, direction of the electric field at C.
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(a) (I) What is the potential at an infinite distance from the

e

B

(ii) Gravitational fields may be ~mbined in the same way as
electric fields. Ifthe charges at A and B were replaced by equal
point masses m, indicate on the diagram the direction of the
gravitational field at C due to the masses at A and B.

Earth? (ii) Why is the potential on the graph negative?
(b) What is the value ofthe gravitational field at 25, x l()fim.f:rom
the een tre of the Earth? Show how you arrive at your aftSw~r.
(c) How much energy is required to raise a mass o(70kgfrom
10 x 106 m to 50 x 106m above the Earth's centre? Snow how
you arrive at your answer.
(0 and C Nuftield: all other Boards except SE8H)
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(4) The gntpD'shows the ~ ofel.eetJic potential V with
distance , from lID isol.at«l pesltive point charge. (i) Making use
of the 1JftIPb, ca1cuIate theliot:eeon a poiatcharJe Of + 2 C pl8£ed
,30 mm from t.IIeisolator.t peiat 'oha.tte; (U) TI:te 2 C charge "is
movodfrom the point 39mm frOl)l ~ positM:i charge to a point

+

IOmm from
. to do thiS?

tbe,positiv~

"

charge. "How much. energy is required

2.298 A closed wire loop in the form of a square of side 4.Q,etn
is mounted with its plane horizontal. The loop has a resistiluce of
2.0 x 10- 30, and negligible self-inductance, The loop jssuuated
in a magnetic field of strength Q,70T directed vertically down
wards. When the field is switched 0[, it decreases to zero at a
uniform' rate in 0,80 s, What is (a) the current induced in the loop,
(b) the energy dissipated in the loop duringthf: change in the
magnetic field? !Show on a diagram, justifying your statement,
the direction of the induced curr-ent.
.
(SUJB:

all othet: Boards except S158 H)

2.J9L This question' asks you to say more about four brief state
ments about magnetic flux,
(a> The passage below consists of four main statements, num
bered (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), Fo; each of these statements you are
asked to give arguments which explain and support the statement;
these might refer to theoretical principles, or to experimental
evidence, or both. Your arguments should include explanation
of the principles and description of the evidence,
(b) Statement (iii) could be described in general terms as a state
ment about practical applications based on an experimental
result (the value of Jl.r), For each o(statements (i), (ii) and (iv)
give a similar description to say what $ort ofideas are in the state
ment, eg, it is a definition based on previous ideas or it is a
summary of experimental results or some other description you
think appropriate; give a brief justification for each description.
Passage
(i) We can show from experiments with solenoids in air that'
magnetic flux ffJ is related to the current I and number of turns N

by an equation of the form

Nl
where L is the length and A the cross-section area; however, it
takes a whole set of careful ex~ments to soit out the various
factors correctly,
Oi) The equation is very like the equation which relates the flow
~~ electric current in a cireuit to the various factors which deter
mine it: we can compare the two equations term by term, so that
it seems reasonable to say that magnetic Hux is like the How of
something.
(iii) Useful practical applications nearly always use solenoids
filled with iron because when iron is used, f.I.o is replaced by floJ1r
and the value of J.L< can be as much as 1000.
(iv) The idea of flux as a flow around a magnetic circuit is often
helpful. For example, it can easily be shown that if an iron ring
electromagnet has a small air gap cut in it there is a large reduction
in ffJ - just like the effects Oll the current when a large resistor is
inserted in series in an electrical circuit.
.
(0 and CNulfield: all other 80artLf except SE8 H)

1.... A straight solenQid .of length L and oircular cross-section·

of radius r is uniformly woUtld with a •
layer of Nturns and
..~ a current 1. 'the ~.is so ""ttate."d~ ni~ be .
;itl(;ted. Write QOwn e:tpt~ for .... 8wt ciepsity 11 i~ide .
, thnobmoid.!lDd the total_~ ... ~.
\
(fl)ThecUmmt in ihuolenoidis incl'BlHleill.aunHOml rate f~om
·z:eroto [in time t. Find 8ft expression rOrthc back-emf indu\::ed .
in the sokmoid cIuriq. the change.'
;
(II) Find the eiectrica1 'work done apimt .thjs. bad-einr .in
; cstablishinatbe earrent.
.

wOrt foUlld in 00 is the .e,;ter&Y stored. in the magnetic
field of dac solenoid.. Show t8at this --&1 is. JP.I'l/Io per .unit
volume.
(4) What becomes oftlliB tIlerlY whc:aidleQa:iuit'is b{okeo'l
(O .... ~: IIIl t1IIw Botuds ocept SEB H)

(4:) The

4.198 A parallel beam of monochromatic light of wavelength

4.178
(a) The wave theory of light provides ,Ill explanation of many
aspects of reflection, refraction and interference. (i) The three
parallel 'Iines in the sketch represent sections of a wave front of a
parallel beam, of light at times { = 0, 1 II and {-= 211 Using
the principle of secondary wavelets, show how to construct one
further wave front, for t 31 1, (A written explanation is nOl
require.d). (ii) The sketch shows a plane light wave encountering a
g\a~ block of refractive index 1.5~
four parallel lines repre
sent the position oLa single. wave fr{lnt at a series of equal time
intervals. Draw six further wave fronts at the samt) equal time
intervals showing how the light wave continues beyond AB.
(Your drawing should be to ,cale.)

the

580 nm is incident normally on a diffraction grating ~avifl$ a
large number of regular slits, each of width 0.70 x 1O-lIm, as
shown in the diagram. After passmg through the grating the light
will have, as a result of interference, intenSity maxima in certain
directtons. Calculations predict that for the first, second, and
third order- interference maxima, the values of the angle-O
between the direction of the incident light and the directions of
these maxima should be approximately 16°, 34° and 56°,
respectively.
Intensity

'-

j

Oirection

Direction
of wave

.

AI-r

I

of wave

~---.~

20"

B

I
Diagram for (i )

Diagram for Oi)

40°

Incident light
~ ~

580 nm'

Gra.ting

(a) At what value of e would the light diffracted by a SINGLE'
slit of width 0~70.x 1O-6 m have its first intensity MINIMUM?
Show the steps in your calculation.

(II) Three parallel narrow slits P, PI and P z are .illuminated by the

SOurce S of monochromatic light of wavelength A as shown in the
diagram (which is not to scale). The distances of PI and P z from
r-~O are equal. A series of bright and dark fringes are formed on the

(b) Produce a sketch graph showing how the intensity ofJight
varies when plotted l),gainst O. Make the range of () vary from: 0" to

and mark the 16". 34° and 54"
inh:nsity on the vertical (lxis

6()C

pOll1t~

on the ,nis. Plot the

(0 and C Nuffield: J M 8' and all a/het fJoards except SEB H
and WJEC)

screen at T. with a bright fringe at 0', on the axis of the system,
and a dark fringe at R. (i) The beams emerging from PI and Po
an: 'coherent'. What does this mean'? (ii) What relationship must
e~lst betwe.en the lengths PI Rand PzR,! (iii) When the wavelength
?' the source is. 500 nm, the centre or the 120th dark ftinge, count
Ing from 0', lies at R. Upon replacement of the source by one of
unknown wavelength, R is found to be the location of the 90th
bright fringe (coun~ing from 0' as zero). Find the wavelength of
the unknown source.

4.208* The phenomenon of Fraunholer diffraction may t);;'
demonstrated by illuminating a "",ide slit by a parallel b;:am of
monochromatic light and focusing the light that passes"through
the slit on to a white screen. A diffraction pattern may then be
observed on the screen .
(a) Sketch the intensity variation in the diffraction pattern as a
function of distance across it.
(b) What would happen to the intens.ty variation if the width of
the slit were halved?
(C31Jlbddge: all a/her boards excep/ WJ ECa-nd
SEB SYS)

(NlSEC: all other Boards :Xcepl 0. and C Nuffiel4, SEB H.
SEB SYS)

4.21S An opaque disc P, 3 mm diameter, lies at the bottom of a
glasS beaker; aadisilluminated from below by a source S. A
convCl'ging lens L offoeal length 10cm, situated 15cm abQve the
disc, forms an image of this at Q. Whe.re is Q situated, and what iJ;
the size or the image? Explain q\:la~ltatively how the positiQn ed
size of the image of the disc is changed when the beakeri!! ruled
with water.
-Q

u
*$

Watef

P

(SUJB: LoiuIon, AEB, 0 and C, Oxford, NlSE~, ~iidgej' :

4.Z6L This question is about diffractiolL

The passage below presents three sets of ideas about diffraction.
For each of the sections (i) to (iii) you are asked to write a more
complete explanation of the ideas Your explanation may
include:
fuller explanations of the theory.
quantitative calculations to Illustrate lhe Ideas;
discussion of possible experiments.
Passage
(i) Light from a pomt source appears to cast sharp shadows and

this leads to the familiar idea that it travels in straight lines. How
ever, this is not exactly true: the shadows are not perfectly sharp,
although special experiments are needed to shoW the effect
because it is so small. This unfamiliar property is called dif
fraction and is explained by a wave model of light.
(ii) The consequence is that the eye, or a camera, or even the best
possible telescope, doesn't produce a perfect image, Instead it
gives an image which is slightly blurred. When we try to make a
telescope magnify more to show finer details of the stars this
blurring effect Can become an obstacle.
, (iii) But diffraction can also be put to good effect Diffra(;tion
gratings are made to enhance the effect and make use of it to give
a powerful method 01 investigating spectra.
(0 and C Nullield: all except SEB H)

4.27L Describe the steps in outline you would take insetting up
a diffraction grating in combination with a spectrometer to
examine the spectrum of visible light. Explain the function of
each part of the system and show on a clear diagram the passage
ofligbt rays from the source, through the system, to the observer's
eye.
When the spectrum of light containing violet and red components
only is examined with a diffraction grating, it is found that the
fourth line from the centre (not counting the zero-order line) is
a:mixture of redaod violet. Explain tbis. If the grating has 500
lines per mm, and the diffraction angle for the composite Line is
43.6", find the wavelengths of the violet and red components.
What will be the fifth line in the spectrum and at what diffraction
angle will it occur'!

(WJEC: all other B-olilrds Q:cept SEa H)

-

4.2.lL

(a) A narrow paraUel-sided be8al of white light is. dispersed by a
,~diffraction grating which is. ..-perfEIlldicular to Ute ~, ie,
iw'aItd to the iaeident wavmoots. ExPlain this elJoct in \detail.
.

Fig. 1

I

fI_

(It) Pipe 1 sbowl the ~o.. in ait. ofa pIIac~.,.tiag
PO OIl a ~tic beam
'MIldl..... a0l'lD8lJj on
>

.-~ grating. Fi~re2 showst:he whole arraagement immersed in
. water, or refractive index 1.33. The beam is now diffracted as
shown, making angles II ( < 3(0) and I( > lU")with the nruma!.
Explain- these·oI:t.aftses p£Odum by the water.
Given that the aratiaI has 8.0 x I~ lines per metre, calculate
(i) the waveteftgth of the \igtH in' air, (ii) the wavelength of the
li,llt in water, (iii) the angle a, and (iv) the angle P.
(l..OIl4OIl: all.other &Huds)

7.27S A student wanted to light a lamp labelled 3 V 0.2 A but
only had available a 12 V battery of negligible internal resistance
In order to reduce the battery voltage he connected up the cirCUit
shown in Fig. I. He included the voltmeter - using it rather
stupIdly - so that he could check the' voltage before connecting
the lamp between A and B. The maximum value of the resistance
of the rheostat CD was 1000.12.

7.34L State Ohm's law.

For the cirCUIt shown in the diagram, derive an expressiOR for
the potential difference VI in terms of R I, R2 and V, where the
symbols have their customary meanings and the cell has
negligible internal resistance.

v

,
12V:
,
I

-'

B

B

(3) He found that, when the sliding contact of the rheostat was

moved down from C to D. the voltmeter reading dropped from
12 V to II V. What was the resistance of the voltmeter?
(b) He modified his circuit as shown in Fig. 2, using the rheD~tat
as a potentiometer, and was now able to adjust the rheostat to
give a meter reading of 3 V. What current would now flow
through the voltmeter'?
(c) Assuming that this current is negligible compared with the
current through the rheostat, how far dowd from C would the
sliding contact have been moved'?
(d) The student then removed the voltmeter and connected the
lamp in its place, but it did not light. How would you explain
this? (The lamp itself was not defective.)
(0 llnd C Nuffield: and all other Boards)

Deduce expressions for the potential differences indicated by a
movin'g-coil voltmeter of resistance R when it is connected (a)
across R i • (b) across R1
Calculate the teadings on the meter if
V=2V.R\=R 2
IxI03Qa~dR 5oon.
Comment on the fact that your calculated values do not add to'
2 V. Hence. discuss the factors that affect the ehoice of voltmeters

for prattic.al purposes
(Cambridge: and all other Boards)

7.36L
(a) Describe an experiment

to' determine how (i) the electrical
resistance of a lamp filament, and (ii) the PO'wer cO'nverted by the
filament, vary with the PO'tential difference applied to it. Indicat(
with a clearly labelled circuit diagram.
,-r'~

7.39L This question is about the properties of RC circuits fed
with square pulses.

.t:fL --1 t-y-A
C

Fig,. 1

.(V~O

t"'T--La

,

~.

Vo'

possiblesh.ape.

of output

t'" 0

t'" T

(a) WlM!aa sqwue pulse is first appfudfaV. 0) to tlte eifCuit in
F.is. I, die paten..tw... di~en:nre
~.'···in ~uH ac.F~
..... A.B. and .
theft dtl:!ays ex.poneabally. An lRVIH¥ eft1ed IS found'
. the
pulse is &witcile4 off at 1= T.
..'
.
. (1). The vamtionwith time of the p,1!edtiat dit"ereaQe

ti:st ......

dbscry,ed
!

across AD depends on how RC comflllf~with the tengt~ of t~e
pulSe T. Very different effects are seen fOf T> RC, and
RC.

.T«.

.

Iv.

R

vo~
i"'i· --=-r:-"
I

t=O

tDT

Possible shape of' outpUt

~

B

t=O

j,.t

(c) A .re-arnmgemenl of the circuit (f'ig.l)leads to quite di1ferent
effed($ lWrQSS AB. These effects. apia ~ on whether T
RC, or T
RC. This new type of circuit is called aR integrating
circuit.

«

showing how the resistance R of the la{1lp filamen~, varied""i1h
the applied pd was obtained. Use the graph to (i)"caletrJatetht

. .

RIO.
7
6

L

5
4

Below are four sets of ideaS (a) to (d)abo-ilt the effects of RC
circuits 6n square pulses, (i) Expiain rutty. Why each statement.
(a) to (d) is correct. (ti) Say b£ieliy how YQ!lWQvld demonstrate
each st-atcment experimet'ltaUy, giving t)'pial mapit~ of
CQmponent$ you would need to use, (iii} Describe OM ~tical
appficaftml of ead\ of the two cirou.iU·lihown.

Fig. 2

(b) In su,ch an experiment on a 12 V, 24 W lamp, Hie lJfapb

>

(d) 1.1te OIISlllts in (c) can be related to'tho- rot the circuit of (a),
by remoJUberiB& that Vinpul = VII + reat aU times.
(0 aode NIlfIIeId: aNt Okjord":.O tutd~. aNi all other &ards
.
eXcejJl SEB SYS) .
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power of the lamp under normal working conditions,
the applied pdis 12V, (ii) estimate (he tempera.tureQf.:~

filament under normal working conditions, assumiq'~_~
resistanre of the fibiment is propot.tional to its te
' .•..
Kelviti and that room ternperaturei$ 3tlQK, (iii).
resistanre of a fi~ed resistor which, Wh,en·.ptacec:fia
lamp and a 20 V de supply, allows the lamp to WOl'k:~"~
(c) When such a lamp is switehed on, it may take .~.j:s)",
achieve f'ult brightus.s. at which time the c u t '
..
IllfllP is about 2 A. Explain why the currentis·u{
than this and calculate its muim.um vahle.
. .
(LGo4QO: and all o.~~

8.23S The plates of a horizontal parallel-plate capacitor are I em
apart and the pOtential difference is 10 kV. It is found that an
oil drop of mass \.96 x 10- 13 kg remains stationary between the
plates. How many electronic charges does the oil drop carry"
Indicate briefly how the mass of the drop could be determmed
experimentally assuming its charge is nol known. (Electronic
charge
1.6 x 10- 19 C).
(WJEC: 1MB' and all ocher Boards except SEB H)

8.308 A SCientist Wished to find the age of a sample of rock in
which he knew that radioactive potassium (1~K) decays to give
the stable isotope argon (i~A). He started by making the follow
Ing measurements:
Decay rate of the potassium in the sample = 0, 16 disintegration;'
second
Mass of the potassium in the sample
= 0.6 x 1O-6g
Mass of the argon in the sample
4,2 x IO-6 g
(a) Show how he could then qJculate that for the potassium
(i) the decay constant (A) was 1.8 x 10- 17 S-I, (ii) the half-life
was \.2 x I09y.
(b) Calculate the age of the rock, assuming that originally there

8.248 When a beam of electrons moving with speed
. 8.8 x 105 m S-I was subjected to a unifonn magnetic field of
flux density 5 mT directed at right angles to the original beam, it
was found that the electrons described a circular path of radius
I mm. Find the charge-to-mass raliofor the electron.
(WJEC: nil other Boards except SEB H)

~.~.2SS When a light of frequency 5.4

x 1014 Hz is shone on to a
neta] surface the maximum energy of the electrons emitted is
1.2 X 10- 19 J: If the same surface is illuminated with light of

frequency 6.6
10 14 Hz Ihe 1ll<lximul11 energy of the electrons
emitted is ~.O
10- 1<).1. Use tillS data 10 c«\culate a value [or the
Planck constant
(London: and all OIher B()ards except SEB SYS)

8.268 Draw a sketch showing the energy levels of the electron
in a hydrogen atom. Indicate on your diagram (a) the ground
state of the atom. (b) the firsl excited state, (c) the ionization
energy. Huw may information about the energy levels of atoms
be obtained?
(Cambridge: and all ocher Boards except SEB SYS)

'im

The accelerating voltage across an X-ray tube is 33,0 kV.
Explain why the freql,lenCY of the X-radiation cannot ex~ a
certain value and calcu:late this maximum frequency. (The Planck:
constant 6.6 x 10- 34 Js; the char,ge on an electron
= 1.6 x 10- 19 C.)
.
(ARB: JMB, WJEC and NlSEC)·

~

-.

.

~ould have been no argon in the sample. Show the steps in your
calculation .

(c) Identify and explain a difficulty involVed in measuring the
decay rate of 0, 16 S-I given earlier in the q~estion.
(0 and C Nuffield: NISEC and all other Boards except SEB H
and SEB SYS)

8.32L
(a) Define the quantity electrical potential difference. What is the
relationship between this quantity and electrical field strength?
(b) A small drop of oil of mass m which carries a charge Q may be
held stationary in a vertical electric field ~r intensity E. Write
down the expressions for the forces on the drop which are then
in balance. Describe how this idea can be used to measu'te' Q.
Explain how the results of such an experiment indiclilte that all
charges consist of an integral number of basic units -br charge, e.
In such an experiment an derage of 20 doubly charged drops are
produced per second. If this charge is provided by the current
from the supply, what is the value of this current? Why does
measuring this current not provide the basis ofa practical method
of estimating the value of e '!
(The value of e is
\.6 x 1O- 19 C)
(London: J M B* and all other Boards except SEB H)

8.33L
(a) (i) Electric field strength can be expressed in V m- I or N C-I,
Show that these are equivalent (ii) A ,charged plastic sphere of
mass 3,0 x 10- 15 kg is held at rest between two horizontal paraliel
metal plates as shown in the diagram, The distance between the
plates is 5,0 x 10' l m and a potential difference of 310 V is
applied across them. Calculate the charge carried by the sphere
and indicate any assumptions made in the calculation of this
charge. (iii) If the polarity of the plates is suddenly reversed,
calculate the initial acceleration of the sphere
C===============~j+310V

o

(b) Electrons are emitted from the cathode in an evacuated
tube. The electrons start from rest and are accelerated through a
potential difference of 1150 V. Some of the electrons pass through

8.36L
(a) What IS meant by the photoelectnc effect? Describe a
practical appllcatton of thiS effect.
(b) A freshly cleaned zinc plate is connected to a gold-leaf electro
scope. The plate is negatively charged and the leaves of th~
electroscope diverge. The plate is now irradiated with a mixture
of ultraviolet and Visible radiation and the leaves collapse. [f a
sheet or glass IS held between the ultraviolet lamp and the plate,
the collapse of the leaves is halted If the plate is positively
charged the leaves do not collapse when the ultraviolet radiation
falls on the plate. Explain these ojJservations
(c) Explain what is meant by the work function of a metal. Dis
cuss how the value of the work function influences the kinetic
energy 'of the electrons liberated by photoelectric emission.
(d) A photoemissive metal will only emit electrons if the
frequency of the incident radiation exceeds 5.0 x 10 14 Hz. What
is the value of the work function of the ~etal? What would be
the 'maximum kinetic energy of the emitted electrons if the
incident radiation were of wavelength 330 nm"
(The Pianck constant = 6.6 x 10- 34 J s; velocity of electro-
magnetic radiation
3.0 x 108 m s-I.)
'(AEB June 81: all other Boards except SEB SYS)

+

ov

+ 1150 V

~

Cathode

the anode into a region where the electric field may be assumed
to be zero. Calculate (i) the speed of the electrons when they
reach the anode, (ii) the deflection y that they undergo after
passIng between two parallel plates which are 2.0 x 10-2m long
and 1.0 x 10- 2 m apart, and between which a potential differ,
ence of 250 V is maintained
(SEB SYS: aI/other Boards except SEB H)

8.34L
(a) Describe and explain how to obtain a stream of fast-moving
electrons, (Such a stream of electrons must also be focused if a
beam is required, but you are not asked to describe the focusing
system). Briefly describe one method of detecting or tracking the
path of an electron beam.
(b), Describe an experiment which can be used to measllre the
specific charge of the electron (elm e) and explain how th~ result
"---'1 obtained from the observations.
!
(c) An electron ~beam. in which the electrons are travel~ng at
1.0 X; 107 m s-I. enters a magnetic field· in a d irection ~rpen
dicuhir to the fleld direction: It is found that the beam can pass
through, without change of speed or direction if an electric field
of strength I. i x 104 V m- I is applied ,in the same region
a
suitable orientation. (i) Calculate the strength of the magnetic
field. (ii) If the electric field were switched off, what would be the
radius of curvature of the electron path '1
(Bectron charge e =
1.6 x 1O- 19C; electron mass me =
9.1 X 10-31 leg.)

at

8.37L
(a) Explain what is meant by the photoelectric effect. Indicate
how it depends on (i) the frequency of the light. (ii) the intensity of
the light. Explain how your answers to (i) and (ii) are related to a
theory of the nature of light.
.'-'
(b) A clean zinc plate is mounted in an ionization chamber, just
below a wire mesh, as shown. The chamber is connected in series
with a dc supply and a sensitive current meter. The current meter
amplifies any small current in the circuit by a factor of I ()4 and :
displays the amplified current on a microammeter. The zinc
plate is illuminated by an ultraviolet lamp. Describe how you
would use the apparatus to show that any small current i~ the
circuit was due to the photoelectric effect.

Sensitive
current meter

supply

(c) The ultraviolet lamp above is replaced by a radioactive
source. The distance of the source from the wire mesh is altered
~n~ for a number of source positions the amplified current
IOdlcated by the microammeter is recorded. The following
results are obtained:
Height of source
above wire mesh (cm)

5

Current (PA)

0.0

4

3

2

I

,

(NISEC: and Oxford· and aU othu Boards except SEB H)
0.0

0.5

15

20

(i) What type of radiation is being detected? Give a reason for
your answer. (ii) \\'hat would be the effect. ifany. of reversing the
polarity of the dc supply'!.
.

(SEB H: all other Boards excepi SEB SYSJ

8.35L
(a) When alOI11S absorb cn~r!,'y by coilloll1g \\ilh n1O' ing ekc(
ronS. light or X.radiation Ill":" ,ubsc:quclltl~ be emilled. For each
type of radiation. state t'plcal vdllles p( th.: energy PCI J(om
which Jl1U,t be absorbed ~ll1d c\plain III :It(\lllIC terms ho\\ cJcll
type of radiation is elllillcd
(b) Stale O(\~ ,imila rily and two (lilrcrcuu:, bel WCell ()pllcal
atomic el11bsion speclr" <I\ld X-ray ellHsswn spectra prudll ceo
in this way.
(c) Electrons are acceleralcd rrol~l rest Ihrough a potential
difference of 10000 V in an X-ray tube Calculate (I)' the resultant
energy of the electrons in eV. (ii) the wavelength of the associated
electron waves and (iii) the Illaximum energy and the minimum
wa:velength of the X-radiation generated
(Charge of electron
1.6>: 10-19C, mass of e1ectron-
9.11 x 10-'( kg, Planck's constant 662 ,. 10-}4Js. speed of
electromagnetic radiation ill vacuo
3.00:< IO~ms-I.)
(JMB: and WJEC, NISEC)

8.38L When the stable isotope of manganese ~~ Mn IS irradiated
in a nuclear reactor the radioactive isotope ~~ Mn is produced.
~~ Mn decays to a stable isotope }g Fe. Write ~-qtiation;; for these
nuclear transformations,
~~Mn has 11 half-life of a few hours Give a riJll account of an
~~periment to measure the half-life of an isotope such as ~~ Mn.
What factors affect the precision of the value you obtain ry -,
Calcurate the difference in mass between the particles present
before and after the decay of ~~ Mn, given that the total energy
liberated in the decay of a ~~ Mn nucleus is 5,9 >< 10- 1 ) J
When ~~ Mn decays to ~~ F~- the iron nucleus is left in an e,xcited
state. The iro11 nucleus radiates this excitation energy as a single
,.ray of wavelength 1.47 ,.: IO~ 12 m. Calculate the energy carried
by the y-ray photon, and hence the maximum kinetic energy
carried by the other decay products,
(h
6.6 x to-HIs,m e 9.1 x 10- 31 kg.)

(0 and C: 1MB*, and all other Boards except
SEB SYS and AEB)
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.A) Describe in 'terms of nU.Clear. str~. . t\lre.. the.. '. three d.. i~ent
" stable forms of the 'clement neon, which have n:ucleoo nu' bers
20, 21 and 22. wt\y is it impossibk: to dist.mpish between ese-~
, fo~ms uhemi<:ally7 A &earn of smgle iOftized atoms' is p-4sed
through a t~of!in whi.ebthere ~: aa,e~'''1d of streng" E
and a f1lag~fH:field of fiUk deftSi'ly B at n,htaqles to each other
, and to the patDoft1teatoms. .f~·ft!oviDcataeertain speOO v
f?und to be uadeftected in txaverstRg thefiold region. Show
(I) that v = EIB. aad (ii) that these ions have any mass. If the

,

are

en)e~ging

beam contain!id ions of neon. ~ how it m~gbt be

possible to show that all three fORm of tbe ......t were present

(b) Explaiii Wb8 is moant by die . . . . . . . . of tbe nucleus.
~te the bi~. encr~ per ~,~ fer ~ He and ~ He.
~m~nt on t~ dift'crenc:e In these bmdm8 ~rgies
sl~dicance I'll relation to the mdioaet.M

rass orlH

nuclei..

and explain
of heavy

acay

ils

U."u,

= 1.00733 u. mass
~:=
mass of
mass of ~He = 4.003871l, I., is' 931 MeV.)

2 He =-3.01664",_

or

(l.oiBtoa: IMS·,.tlllllII1l9ther Boards)

8.40L
(a) (Ii Sketch a graph ,huwing how the number of rjeutrons N
laries II nil the number of protons Z for stable nuclei. Draw the
line tV·c Z and indicate approximate numerical values of Nand
Z on the axes. (Ii) What can be deduced from the graph l::oncern
Ing the numbers or neutrons and protons in stable nuclei?

Des~lIbe bndl) the process or a ,emission and p·emission
by which unstable nuclei may spontaneously decay. For each
process state the relation between the masses of the initial and
final atoms and the emitted particle.,Jor the decay to be possible.
(e) (i) Calculate the energy released when ~~ eu nucleus decays
into ~6 Zn

Atomic mass of~tCu = 63.92976u
Atomic mass oftlZn ~- 63.92914u
I atomic mass unit, u
931.5 MeV
(ii) If the ~3 Cu nucleus is at rest, will the resulting ~6 Zn nucleus
also be at rest" Give a reason for your answer.

(h)

(JMB*: (b), (c) all Boards except SEB SYS and AEB)

